Visit ww w.diaart.org/dr eamhouse fo r tickets and more information .

Dia member: $32

General tic kets: $40

performance tickets

October 17 and 23, 20 15, 9 pm

cycles (20 12)

rates of similar motion to create con tinuous slow phase shift

the starting frequencies, infinitely revolving as in circles, in p

imperceptibly ascending toward fixed frequencies and then

77 sine wave frequencies set in ratios based on the harmoni

Tonecycle Base 30 Hz, 2:3:7 Sine Wave Version: the linear

Drawing #20, Light Point Drawing #21, Light Point Drawin

Environmental Composition 2015 # 1: Light Point Drawing

Jung Hee Choi

The Addition of 1 19 ( 199 1- 93)

and Including 224 within The Ranges 126 to 112, 63 to 56

Ranges of 144 to 128, 72 to 64 and 36 to 32 Which Are S
Primes in Lowest Terms in The Half of The Symmetric Divisio

Tonecycle Base 30 Hz, 2:3:7 Vocal Version with 4:3 and 7:6

Including 288 Consists of The Powers of 2 Multiplied by Th

and 261 in Which The Half of The Symmetric Division Mapp

The Lowest Term Primes in The Range 288 to 224 with The

The Base 9:7:4 Symmetry in Prime Time When Centered ab

La Monte Young

Window (20 15)

Jung Hee Choi

September 25, 20 15, 9 pm

Raga Cycle

Pandit Pran Nath and the Kirana Gharana

September 3 and 5, 20 15, 9 pm

Trio for Strings (1958)

Environment, Magenta Day/Magenta Night 545 West 22nd

Installat ion, /magic Light Ill (20 15) from Light

La Monte Young

Sculpture, Open Rectangle II (2015) from Still Light

Ornamental L1ghtyears Tracery

from Still Ligh t

August 20 and 22, 2015, 9 pm

Marian Zazeela

Neon, Dream House Variation IV (2009)
Sculpture, Ruine Window 1992II(2015)

Marian Zazeela

Stepdown Transformer from The Four Dreams of China ( 1962)

and light

Ju ly 31 and August 1, 2015, 9 pm

The Melodic Version (1984) of The Second Dream of the High-Tension Line

La Monte Young

Sound and Light Environment
a time installation measured by a setting of continuous freq

June 13, 19, and 27, 2015, 9 pm

Jung Hee Choi

La Monte Young Marian Zazeela

Dia 15 VI 13 545 West 22 Street Dream House (201 5)

Just Alap Raga Ensemble
Raga Darbari

checklist

performa nce schedule

occasionally during this interval to listen to "other music" and to study the contrasts

September 1966 through January 1970. Although the environment was turned off

maintained an environment of periodic sound waveforms almost continuously from

a unique artistic, behavioral, and perhaps meditative experiment, Dream House

amplifiers, and loudspeakers to establish continuous frequency environments. As

duration developed through the use of electronic sine-wave oscillators, oscilloscopes,

electronic, sound environment. Young's pioneering work in music with sounds of long

played private concerts. In September 1966 they created the first continuous,

Theatre of Eternal Music, rehearsed there regularly over the years and occasionally

in New York City, which became the first model Dream House. Their ensemble, the

In August 1963, Young and Zazeela moved into a second-floor loft on Church Street

The longevity of experience is reflected in the reiteration of the concept across time.

frequencies of the environment." 2

period of time in order to tune one's nervous system to vibrate harmoniously with the

is a function of time, it may be necessary to experience the frequencies for a long

perhaps several times over the span of its duration. Following the premise that tuning

visitors the opportunity to spend long intervals within the environment and to return

of this work that Dream House exhibitions have been specifically structured to give

time, or on time directly. Time is so important to the experiencing and understanding

and Zazeela: "Much of our work has focused on the relationship of the media to

within them, this immersion should be as full as possible. As described by Young

to social life outside cultural institutions as well as the habitual viewing of artworks

The visitor's immersion into the Dream House space is crucial and, as a challenge

to exist after the visit.

spectator-listener enters a chosen moment that has existed before and will continue

is part of an extended timeline along which sound and light continue, so that the

visitor. Unlike other site-specific or temporal art-sound installations, Dream House

space for musical practice and performance with a unique experience of time for the

later. In 1966 she began to develop her work Light for Dream House, connecting a

this environment, including light boxes from 1964 onward and light projections a year

projecting eternal stasis. However, [even the] s

tions of melody or rhythm. The long sustained

of continuous sine waves that would theoretica

reality. For example, Young's sound environme

the emphasis of my work is rather on the 'tran

and symmetry. Sustenance and symmetry bec

"The basic principles of Young and Zazeela's

with the original Dream House concept. Choi c

dialogue of interrelated frequencies in sound

is ensured. Choi's installation Aha/a Anahata,

musician Jung Hee Choi, a continuing and act

by Young and Zazeela. In collaborating with th

Dia 15 VI 13 545 West 22 Street Dream Hous

industry, offering an original and experiential s

the artists independent from any constraints o

In keeping with the ethos of Dia's commission

545 West 22 Street Dream House, as part of t

Art Foundation presents a newly commissione

and on the occasion of Young's eightieth and

the seminal Dream Festival in New York City i

in Kassel, Germany, in 1972; at the Villa Borg

at the Maeght Foundation in Saint-Paul de Venc

Dream House has existed at different sites in

go further into more complex and refined relatio

because it will always have a point of referenc

the mind should be able to go on very special

by sustained tones and vibrations. "Once this

state-of-mind"3; a form of spatial, aesthetic, an

The sonic event of Dream House exemplifies

sine-wave environments, in which sounds are

Zazeela's three-dimensional, colored shadows

often played twenty-four hours a day for sever

a work would be played continuously and ultimately exist in time as a living organism
with a life and tradition of its own."' Marian Zazeela created the visual component for

of such extended periods of sound with silenc

"By 1962 La Monte [Young] had formulated the concept of a Dream House in which

La Monte Young Marian Zazeela Jung Hee Choi
Dia 15 VI 13 545 West 22 Street Dream House

